
Choose either the Healthy Start Kit or the Healthy
Essentials Kit. Both include the “feel your best”
essentials, an Essential Oils Guide, & your own wholesale
account.
 
HEALTHY START KIT: 5mL dōTERRA Breathe®, Deep Blue®,
DigestZen®, Frankincense, Lavender, Lemon, dōTERRA On Guard®,
Oregano, Peppermint, Tea Tree, Brevi diffuser
 
HEALTHY ESSENTIALS KIT: 15mL Adaptiv  , dōTERRA Balance®,
dōTERRA Breathe®, Copaiba, DigestZen®, Lavender, Lemon, dōTERRA
On Guard®, Peppermint, 5mL Deep Blue®, Petal diffuser
 
 

Healthy Essentials

dōTERRA® is the registered trademark of dōTERRA Holdings, LLC.

Start Here :

™

Chakras
Oils & 

Unleash the Power of Your Chakras :

“These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent disease.”  

Chakra
Balancing

3 drops each:
Balance®, Copaiba,
Peppermint, Tea

Tree, & Wild Orange 
+FCO in 5mL roller

Chakra
Strengthening

 
3 drops each: Adaptiv ,

Cinnamon Bark, &
Rosemary 

+FCO in a 5mL roller

3 drops each:
Copaiba,

Frankincense, Lime,
& Peppermint 

Chakra
Clearing

Underactive
Chakra Blend

3 drops each: Cinnamon
Bark, Frankincense,
Lemon, Peppermint,

Wild Orange 
+FCO in 5mL roller

 

Overactive
Chakra Blend

2 drops each: Adaptiv ,
Balance®, Copaiba, &

Frankincense
+FCO in 5mL roller

Roll on back of neck, swipe
under nose, and apply to
overactive Chakras. See

attached page for details!  

Roll on back of neck, then
roll on all of the Chakras in
order from Root Chakra to

Crown Chakra.

Healthy Start

The 7 Chakras are the energy centers in the body through which
energy flows. When there is stagnant energy in the body it can
lead to feeling unwell. These energy channels are lined directly to
the mental, physical, and spiritual health of our system.

Crown Chakra - Top of head 

Third Eye Chakra - Between the brows

Throat Chakra - Throat

Heart Chakra - Center of heart

Solar Plexus Chakra - Solar plexus

Sacral Chakra - Below navel

Root Chakra - Base of spine or bottoms of feet

 

For These Recipes :

Adaptiv  , dōTERRA Balance®, Cinnamon, Copaiba,
Frankincense, Lavender, Lemon, Lime, Peppermint, Rosemary, 
Tea Tree, Wild Orange

™

**Caution: Do not apply citrus oils on the skin exposed to the sun. (Photosensitive) US_060720

Add oils to a shot glass of
water & drink first thing in
the morning. You can use

coconut oil, but water is best
for this clearing method.

Roll on back of neck 
then roll on all of the
chakras in order from
Root Chakra to Crown

Chakra.

™

Roll on back of neck, swipe
under nose, and apply to
underactive Chakras. See
attached page for details!  

™



Crown Chakra: Frankincense, Rosemary, Sandalwood
Essential Oil Application – oil on the top of the head, under nose, bottoms of feet – specifically on big toe

Underactive Symptoms: has difficulty learning, has a rigid belief system, and has excesses in lower chakras

Overactive Symptoms: over intellectualizes, addicted to spirituality, feels confused, disassociated with their body

Balanced Chakra: intelligent, thoughtful, aware, open minded, spiritually connected, has a broad understanding, able to assimilate,

analyze, and perceive

 

Third Eye Chakra: Immortelle, InTune®, Lemongrass
Essential Oil Application – across forehead, in between eyebrows, behind ears, under nose

Underactive Symptoms: insensitive, poor memory, difficulty seeing the future, lacks imagination, uses denial as a coping mechanism

Overactive Symptoms: difficulty concentrating, confused often, frequent nightmares, often times brain feels fog like

Balanced Chakra: intuitive, perceptive, imaginative, good memory, able to visualize

 

Throat Chakra: Lavender, Oregano, Clove, Myrrh, Cinnamon
Essential Oil Application – all over throat, under chin, behind ears, under nose, bottoms of feet

Underactive Symptoms: afraid to speak, difficulty expressing feelings into words, shy, weak voice, poor rhythm

Overactive Symptoms: talks a lot, defensive, unable to listen, interrupts conversations, dominant voice

Balanced Chakra: good listener, communicates clearly, lives creatively, voice resonates, good sense of rhythm

 

Heart Chakra: Cardamom, Eucalyptus, Ylang Ylang, Citrus Bliss®, Wild Orange
Essential Oil Application – over heart, across chest, under arm pits, behind ears

Underactive Symptoms: antisocial, judgmental, loneliness and depression, fears relationships, narcissistic

Overactive Symptoms: codependent, poor boundaries, demanding, clingy, jealous

Balanced Chakra: compassionate, loving, empathetic, self-loving, peaceful

 

Solar Plexus Chakra: DigestZen®, Peppermint, Grapefruit, Slim & Sassy®
Essential Oil Application – above belly button, under nose, bottoms of feet

Underactive Symptoms: low energy, low self esteem, victim mentality, unreliable, attracted to stimulants

Overactive Symptoms: overly aggressive, controlling, power hungry, competitive, hyperactive, attracted to sedatives

Balanced Chakra: responsible, reliable, good self-esteem, confident, spontaneous, playful, sense of humor, warm personality

 

Sacral Chakra: Cinnamon, Black Pepper, Deep Blue®, ClaryCalm®, Clary Sage
Essential Oil Application – lower back, bottoms of the feet

Underactive Symptoms: fearful of sex & change, poor social skills, denies themselves pleasure, lacks desire, passion, and excitement

Overactive Symptoms: addicted to sex, oversensitive, uses seduction to manipulate, emotionally dependent

Balanced Chakra: moves gracefully, emotionally intelligent, nurtures self & others, has healthy boundaries, able to experience pleasure

 

Root Chakra: dōTERRA Balance®, AromaTouch®, Arborvitae, Deep Blue®
Essential Oil Application – lower abdomen, above bladder area, bottoms of feet

Underactive Symptoms: underweight, fearful, anxious, restless, poor focus & discipline, disorganized

Overactive Symptoms: obese, over eats, hoarder, materialistic, lazy, sluggish, fears change

Balanced Chakra: good health, well grounded, comfortable in their body, feels safe, able to relax and be still, stable

7 Chakras 


